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Problem of study: The study’s problem begins in trying to know what the reading in secondary school for its
three years contains during Issues of modern society that tends to be crucial for the students in those years;
solved by answering those questions:
- What are the important Issues in the modern society for secondary school students?
- To what extent do those Issues be involved in the subjects of reading in secondary school?
- What perception proposed to ensure that the issues of the modern society in the subjects of reading in
secondary school?

Aims of study: The purpose of this study is:
- Determination of modern society Issues that are vital for the students of secondary school for its three years.
- Evaluation of content of the reading’s subject in secondary school under those Issues.

Content of study: The current studies basically depend on content of analysis description.

Society of study: Reading books for secondary school (1st، 2nd، 3rd levels) in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Results of study:
1- Weakness appeared in all reading books for secondary school under the Issues of modern society since most
of those Issues in the tool of studying are not written in the books.
2- The reading books talked about some of those Issues on good basis.
3- Some Issues of modern society are written in reading books for secondary school on tiny base.
4- There is clear discrepancy in talking about conflicts of modern society in the reading book of 2nd year
opposed to the readings books for 1st and 3rd years which have talked about those Issues of modern society on a
better manner.

Implications and suggestions of study:
1- Develop the aims of the subject of reading for secondary school under the spotlight of Issues of modern
society.
2- Authors of those books should take care of the content of reading books for secondary school under the
spotlight of Issues of modern society.
3- The Issues of the modern society should be discussed on a balanced manner based on the needs of students
4- Establish a program to teach the Arabic reading books under the spotlight of Issues of modern society.
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